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News in brief

Facebook ‘terror’ definition

GENEVA: Facebook’s definition of what constitutes
“terrorism” is “overly broad” and risks leading to
censorship and the arbitrary denial of access to its
services, a UN rights expert warned yesterday. The
UN Special Rapporteur on promoting and protect-
ing human rights while countering terrorism has
written to Facebook chief Mark Zuckerberg to
express concern about the company’s efforts to
block “terrorists” from using its platform, according
to a statement. “The use of overly broad and impre-
cise definitions as the basis for regulating access to
and the use of Facebook’s platform may lead to dis-
criminatory implementation, over-censoring and
arbitrary denial of access to and use of Facebook’s
services,” Fionnuala Ni Aolain warned. — AFP 

Oldest Nile Delta villages

CAIRO: One of the oldest villages in the Nile Delta has
been discovered after archaeologists unearthed artefacts
dating to the fifth millenium BC, Egypt’s antiquities min-
istry has said. Remains of the village were uncovered by a
French-Egyptian team at Tel Samara, in northeastern
Egypt, the ministry said Sunday. Similar structures dating
to the period between 4,200 BC and 2,900 BC “have nev-
er been found in that region,” said Ayman Ashmawy, the
ministry’s antiquities chief. The only similar discovery has
been at the village of Sais, in the Gharbia governorate
north of Cairo, Ashmawi added. Excavations of Tel
Samara, in the Dakahlia governorate northeast of the capi-
tal, uncovered a number of silos containing numerous ani-
mal bones and vegetable residue. — AFP

Clashes rage in Libya 

TRIPOLI: Clashes raged yesterday on the outskirts of
Libya’s capital Tripoli trapping residents indoors and
hampering rescue efforts, as the UN called for talks after
more than a week of deadly violence. Fighting since
August 27 between rival militias in the southern suburbs
has killed at least 47 people and wounded 129 others,
most of them civilians, according to an updated toll put
out by the health ministry Sunday night. Following a failed
ceasefire on Friday, the United Nations mission to Libya
(UNSMIL) invited the “various Libyan parties” to today’s
talks for an “urgent dialogue on the current security situ-
ation in Tripoli”. — AFP 

DAKAHLIA: Photo shows the new discovery site which
is believed to be one of the oldest known villages on
the Nile Delta. — AFP 

Raging fire rips 
through prized 
Brazil museum
RIO DE JANEIRO: A massive fire yesterday ripped
through Rio de Janeiro’s treasured National
Museum, one of Brazil’s oldest, in what the nation’s
president said was a “tragic” loss of knowledge and
heritage. The majestic edifice stood engulfed in
flames as plumes of smoke shot into the night sky,
while firefighters battled to control the blaze that
erupted around 2230 GMT. Five hours later they
had managed to smother much of the inferno that
had torn through hundreds of rooms, but were still
working to extinguish it completely, according to an
AFP photographer at the scene.

The museum, located in the city’s north near the
Maracana football stadium, was closed to the public
when the fire sparked from a yet unknown cause.
The fire “spread very quickly; there is a lot of
inflammable material,” a spokesperson for Rio’s fire
department said, adding that there were no reports
of victims so far. The natural history and anthropolo-
gy museum was founded in 1818 by King Joao VI
and is considered a jewel of Brazilian culture, with
more than 20 million valuable pieces to its name.

“This is a tragic day for Brazil,” President Michel
Temer said in a statement. “Two hundred years of
work and research and knowledge are lost.” “The
loss of the collection of the National Museum is
incalculable,” he said.  — AFP (See Page 19)

KUWAIT: Children walk towards their school as Kuwait’s students return to class yesterday. (See Page 5)

UAE announces 
first astronauts 
to go to space
DUBAI: The United Arab Emirates has selected its first
two astronauts to go on a mission to the International
Space Station, Dubai’s ruler said yesterday. Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashed Al-Maktoum named the new
astronauts as Hazza Al-Mansouri, 34, and 37-year-old

Sultan Al-Neyadi. Writing on Twitter, he said the duo
“raise the bar of ambitions for future Emirati genera-
tions”. Sheikh Mohammed, the UAE’s vice president
and prime minister, last year vowed to send four Emirati
astronauts to the space station within five years. 

The UAE has its sights set on space with a program
worth 20 billion dirhams ($5.4 billion), according to
Sheikh Mohammed. The oil-rich Gulf nation has
already announced plans to become the first Arab
country to send an unmanned probe to orbit Mars by
2021, naming it “Hope”. The astronaut program would
make the UAE one of only a handful of states in the
Middle East to have sent a person into space, as it

looks to make good on a pledge to become a global
leader in space exploration.

The first Arab in outer space was Saudi Arabia’s
Sultan bin Salman Al-Saud, who flew on a US shuttle
mission in 1985. Two years later, Syrian air force pilot
Muhammed Faris spent a week aboard the ex-Soviet
Union’s Mir space station. Mansouri and Neyadi, who
were among more than 4,000 Emiratis to apply for the
program, were chosen after a rigorous six-stage vetting
procedure. In the long-term, the UAE says it is planning
to build a “Science City” to replicate life on Mars and
aims to create the first human settlement on the red
planet by 2117. — AFP 

India builds
the world’s
biggest statue
SARDAR SAROVAR DAM, India: The world’s biggest
statue is rising in a remote corner of India to honor an
independence hero but it could quickly be outdone by
a monument to a Hindu warrior king in the sea off
Mumbai. In a burst of nationalist fervor, around one bil-
lion dollars is being spent on the two giant effigies, each
more than twice as tall as the Statue of Liberty. A 182-
metre-high tribute to independence icon Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel in Gujarat state will be the first to
dwarf the Spring Temple Buddha in China, currently the
world’s biggest statue at 128 meters in height.

Pick-axes are also swinging for a 212-metre-high
likeness of 17th-century king Chhatrapati Shivaji,
resplendent on a horse and brandishing a sword, which
should dominate the Mumbai shoreline from 2021. An
army of 2,500 workers - including several hundred
Chinese laborers - is toiling around the clock to put
5,000 squares of bronze cladding on the figure of Patel
so it can be ready for inauguration on October 31 by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. 

The 29.9-billion-rupee ($430-million) “Statue of
Unity” overlooking the isolated Sardar Sarovar Dam is
a pet project of Modi. He has predicted it will attract
“hordes” of tourists, as the Statue of Liberty does in
New York. Visitors will be able to access a viewing
gallery 153 meters up - about chest height on the huge
standing figure. But they will have to travel 250 kilome-
ters from the state’s main city of Allahabad to get there.

Continued on Page 24

SARDAR SAROVAR DAM: Photo shows the under-con-
struction ‘Statue Of Unity’ - a monument dedicated to
Indian independence leader Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel,
overlooking the Sardar Sarovar Dam near Vadodara in
India’s western Gujarat state. — AFP 

KUWAIT: Students in Kuwait began a new academic year
this week. Ministry of Education announced yesterday that
200 kindergartens, located in six educational areas are ready
to receive 43,413 students today. The Ministry of Education
has issued a decision to extend the registration period for
kindergartens from Sunday until September 20 in all educa-
tional areas. On the other hand, 490 schools have received
221,083 students with 97,291 students in elementary schools
and 123,792 students in the middle schools.

Start of the new academic year is usually distinguished
with congestions on the roads - a situation that also warrants
cooperation on part of the motorists. Major roads in the
country get besieged by traffic each morning and afternoon.
As schools reopen, the roads close to schools are expected to
witness the highest congestions as families compete against
time as they drop their children at schools, then head to work,
and then go back to schools to pick up their children. 

Kuwait is home to over 1,925,168 vehicles, of which more
than 1,552,738 are privately-owned. Traffic chaos has become
so inseparably entwined with the school year that most peo-
ple have come to accept it as an inevitable part of living in
Kuwait. Congestion on our roads have been attributed by
various authorities to poor road infrastructure, ongoing con-
structions, too many vehicles, lack of efficient public transport
among others. — Agencies 

Deceased cadet’s 
father complains 
By B Izzak

KUWAIT: The father of one of the cadets who died during
training at the military academy yesterday filed a complaint
at the National Assembly Human Rights Committee demand-
ing a probe, a member of the committee said. MP Adel Al-
Damkhi said that the committee will summon top officials
including the minister and the chief of staff to a meeting to
review the circumstances of the death of the cadets.

But he said that the panel’s investigation will focus on the
humanitarian conditions surrounding the case and similar
previous cases as a fully-fledged investigation is being car-
ried out by a government committee. Two cadets have died

during training allegedly under harsh training conditions that
included making the cadets train under the scorching heat of
the sun for hours. The incident also resulted in several
injuries including one in critical condition. MPs have called
for a stringent investigation into the incident and similar pre-
vious cases while the Defense Ministry has suspended 11
senior officers until the outcome of the investigation.

In another development, Damkhi said that around 26
MPs have reached a provisional agreement on a draft law
calling for a general amnesty for a number of opposition
MPs and activists who were handed jail sentences for
storming the National Assembly building during a protest in
late 2011. Opposition MPs have been pressing to pass the
law as soon as possible to allow two lawmakers Jamaan Al-
Harbash and Waleed Al-Tabtabai to retain their seats in the
Assembly. The two in addition to several former MPs and
activists are outside of Kuwait waiting for the amnesty legis-
lation to be approved or if the Amir scraps the sentences.

Opposition MP Shuaib Al-Muwaizri meanwhile, sent a
series of questions to the Interior and Foreign ministers
about an alleged plot on the life of Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem. Muwaizri said that on August 26,
Ghanem told reporters in the Assembly about a meeting that
took place at an apartment in London by unnamed Kuwaitis
that discussed a plot against the Speaker. The lawmaker
added that three days later, a Kuwaiti electronic news web-
site called Derwaza claimed that the London meeting dis-
cussed a plot against the life of the Speaker. 

Muwaizri asked the Interior Minister if the ministry was
approached by Ghanem with regards to the alleged plot or
if the ministry gathered information about the sensitive
issue. He demanded details about the allegations and asked
if the Ministry has informed the Foreign Ministry about the
case. Muwaizri said if the Ministry did not take any move
regarding the allegations he wanted to know why since the
issue is very serious.


